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• Always negative, often embarrassing

• The Brand is blamed and not the card-issuing bank

• Confusion because the card works everywhere else

• The customer can simply choose not to help solve the 
problem, thus their subscription will not renew

Consumer reaction to a failed payment for something trivial



• Donor loses trust in the organization

• Their satisfaction with giving is diminished

• Their connection to the cause is lost when their giving is 
interrupted by a poor payments experience

• May decide to donate elsewhere

Sustainer reaction to a failed payment for something 
meaningful



•Also called passive churn; the 
sustainer is not choosing to quit.

• The result of a decline decision by the 
sustainers’ credit card issuing bank

• Tools to solve involuntary churn: 
failed payment recovery, preemptive 
outreach (staff/vendor/automations), 
conversion to ACH/EFT 

Key sources of sustainer churn
The starting point of maximizing donor retention is to identify all drivers of churn. There 
are two main categories of churn.

INVOLUNTARY CHURN

• Caused by sustainer choosing to end 
their donations

•Drivers are known - customer service 
experience, lack of visibility on fund 
spending, personal finances

• Tools to solve drivers of voluntary 
churn: surveys, customer feedback, 
data gathering, and data analysis

VOLUNTARY CHURN

52% 48%



Cost to nonprofit relationship

When the donor is told 
their payment has 
failed, 27% of account 
holders** cancel their 
subscription instead of 
providing an updated 
credit card

Of those that do 
update their cards, 
35% reported a 
decrease in 
satisfaction*, making it 
more likely that cease 
future donations

Typically, 

10-25% of 
recurring payments 
fail*

*PYMNTS subscription professional's study

**PYMNTS subscription consumer study

Costs to recurring giving programs when failed payment recovery is managed as an
operational process rather than a donor centered solution
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Pre-Billing Decline Retries Outreach

Optimizing sustainer revenue is result of NPO diligence and best practices and 
strategies across these three billing stages.

Sustainer billing stages



The first stage of maximizing donor retention involves actions to proactively prepare to 
maximize billing success.

• Probe first attempt payment optimization tools with your payment processor and 
billing partner

       - Network tokens, debit routing, MCC, etc. 

• Account Updater should be deployed 7-10 days prior to the initial billing attempt

       - batch vs real-time

• Send pre-billing notices- SMS/Email

• Consider timing elements: day of week/month, time of day

•Determine channels/payment methods that have higher decline rates- is unique 
communication helpful?

Pre-billing

Proactive Considerations



HRC pre-billing campaign



Decline retries
When the initial billing attempt fails, maximizing recovery behind the scenes creates 
minimal disruption while ensuring greater revenues.

• Rules-based, one-for-all tactics are limited, hitting a low recovery ceiling

• Targeting days of the month or week can help, but don’t help for the majority of 
decline reason codes

• Advanced solutions involving AI/Machine Learning will drive acceptance rates higher, 
resulting in improved CX and LTV

• Coordination with billing system and NPO operations important factors for any/all 
strategies deployed. 

• The bottom line: maximizing declines capture means greater revenue AND decreased 
fail payment messaging with sustainers

Automated Credit Card Recovery Suggestions



Sustainer outreach
When communications with sustainers becomes necessary to capture unrecovered 
monthly donation payments, clear strategies and nuanced messaging are critical.

• Strategic, empathetic communications are critical, as the failed payment message 
will harm your brand via a proven lower NPS of 20-25 points

• Collaborate with your donor, don’t blame them: putting them in a defensive 
position is very harmful and reduces their willingness to help cure

• Empathy, self-agency and urgency can be communicated to increase recovery and 
maintain a positive donor experience. 

• A smooth, effective and easily-actionable cure process will speed and maximize 
recovery 

Managing Failed Payment Messaging



Automated decline emails

Update Now

Update Now



Automated hustle/SMS



Decline mailing



• Switch your donors to EFT
•Dramatically increased retention

Conversion to EFT/ACH



Other things to consider

• Telemarketing

• Personal outreach

•Donor services

• Payment methods — should you accept them all?

•Once a donor is inactive — what is your strategy?



Causes and Outcomes

Reporting and Accountability 

Roles and Responsibility

Role of Technology

• Is the relationship between failed payments and sustainer churn understood?
• Is involuntary churn measured separately from voluntary churn?

• Is the purpose of the payments tech stack to minimize the cost of operations 
or to optimize billing success and minimize involuntary churn?

• Who owns overall responsibility for donor retention, and is their scope of 
responsibility wide enough to solve involuntary churn?
• Are all sources of churn being identified by the owner of donor retention?

• Where are sustainer retention and churn metrics reports created, and which 
teams have access to them?
• Are sustainer retention/sources of churn shared broadly across the NPO?

Key takeaways / questions / calls to action
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